
This collection of articles offers a socialist point of view about 
some recent evolutions and events which occurred in France 
during the last fifteen years (2002-2017). It does not pretend to 
give a detailed account of all the problems recently debated in 
the Hexagon, just some hints to get rid of a few political clichés 
which dominate the revolutionary Left. 

Most of these articles were written first for comrades who 
wanted to understand better what was happening in France. 

I hope this book will help comrades living in other countries to 
have a more critical eye towards the myths conveyed both by 
the bourgeois press and the revolutionary (or alternative) media 
and to have a more sober estimation of riots, exemplary 
struggles and general strikes in France, as well about religious 
and so-called racial problems in a country which modestly calls 
itself the “the Fatherland of the Rights of Man.” 

These articles only represent my personal point of view, 
although they were often submitted to, and discussed with, 
several comrades. 

       Yves Coleman 
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No borders, no fatherland !  
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